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� Said that the UK could become a “global education 
superpower”, with e-learning as one of its fastest-
growing exports. 

� Government is fostering this mode of education the 
evidence of e-learning development at a local level is 
not always immediately visible and is would seem as if 
there is a long way to go yet before Brown’s vision is 
realized 



� Universities encourage the growth of distance 

learning courses the development of staff skills, 

knowledge and IT development is slow and can 

leave staff floundering and, potentially, place online 

courses at risk of failure 



� Bielefeidt (2002) university faculties do not always 

recognise the need for the staff developing these 

courses to have access to good and continual 

technical support. 



� Student evaluation of the online material identified 
that the majority found the format and styling 
‘boring’

� The material was good.� The material was good.



Our ability





� Bielefeidt (2002) suggested that obstacles 
were:

� Lecturers lack of the basic skills
� Hardware � Hardware 
� Technical help. 
� Just to complex. 



�A system that was ‘fit for purpose’ 
and manageable and would work 
within the University IT system



� To consider how the removal of rubbish can be maintained in this ‘throw away’ society.

� To understand the need to prevent the spread of diseases.

� To recognise these issues have to incorporate recycling and general green issues.

� More and more peoples are becoming aware of the impact they have on the environment and 
this is especially true within the arena of Public Health. As global warming is making a major this is especially true within the arena of Public Health. As global warming is making a major 
impact on the world, 

� Environmental issues are at the forefront of both Public Health and business agendas. Organisations are increasing assessing their 
environmental obligations and continually looking at ways in which they can deal or reduce their waste. Many suppliers and manufacturers 
are seeing the cost saving advantages of reducing waste and recycling. Local   Authorities and companies are incorporating these policies 
into their daily duties, making it part of their corporate social responsibility as a result of Kyoto agreements.
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�Conferences
�Trial soft wear
�Support�Support



�They listened 

�Offered time and supportOffered time and support

�We could up load as a SCORM file



�Elicitus and Rapitivity

�Elicitus is the shell
�Rapitivity are the activities.



















It is early days yet but the indication is that the 

students are more engaged with the online material 

and find the material more interesting and 

stimulating.


